We investigated why movement of the human eye enables us to swiftly nd a target symbol out of many alternatives. To this end, we obtained experimental gaze step data, de ned as the distance between two serial gaze positions, on a monitor screen. The frequency distribution of this data approximately follows a power-law distribution. Using this frequency distribution, we constructed a network model to replicate the gaze step dynamics, in which the vertices (or nodes) and the paths between two vertices correspond to the gaze positions (tremors or drifts) and the gaze steps (saccades), respectively. The constructed network has the features of a small-world network. We suggest, therefore, that there is a physiological mechanism in visual search, which reduces the size of the physically wide search area. Such eye movement can nd the target symbol in a relatively short time proportional to the logarithm of the number of symbols on the screen.
Introduction
A small-world network is a network representing human social relationships, and has given rise to the notion of six degrees of separation. The small-world phenomenon was discovered experimentally by Milgram [1] and explained mathematically by Watts and Strogatz [2] using a formal model interpolated between random and ring lattice networks. The small-world network has higher clustering than and similar short path lengths as the random network, whereas the ring lattice network has both high clustering and long path lengths. In other words, people living in a small-world have many acquaintances in the neighborhood (intra-community), and sometimes a few acquaintances in distant places (inter-community). Is such a small-world phenomenon observed only in human relationships?
While visually searching for a target symbol out of a number of alternatives, we can nd it within a relatively short time proportional not to the number of symbols but to the logarithm of the number of symbols [3] (known as Hick s law [4] ). Why does eye movement enable us to nd a target symbol swiftly in a visual search? To answer this question, many studies have been conducted on visual search from the psychological viewpoint [5] [6] [7] . On the other hand, from an engineering viewpoint, we proposed the hypothesis that the eye movements in a visual search construct a small-world network comprising gaze positions (vertices) and steps (paths) on a monitor screen. The main purpose of this study was to con rm the hypothesis by visual search experiments and simulation modeling. In the experiment, we measured the gaze positions in a visual search for a target symbol and obtained the frequency distribution of the gaze steps. Next, from the frequency distribution obtained in the experiment, we extracted a sequential gaze step model, which we con rmed had the features of a small-world network.
Eye Movement Measurements

Method of Experiments
The experiments on visual search were performed using monocular recording (measurements of the right eye) with a NEWOPTO ET60LW2 operating at an acquisition frequency of 30 Hz. Five male graduate students which a mean age of 23 years participated in this study. The participant sat 172 cm away from the monitor with his eyes xed on the screen, so that we could obtain precise gaze position data from the eye movements. The experiments were conducted under an average environmental illuminance of 242 lx. The participant was required to visually search for a given target presented on a 46-inch liquid crystal monitor. The study was approved by the ethics research committee of Niigata University, and informed consent was obtained from all the participants.
The task presented to the participant was to nd the target symbol from 256 different randomly allocated symbols in a 16 × 16 pattern (150 cm × 150 cm) as swiftly as possible. The size of the symbols was 1.2 cm × 1.2 cm, and the distance between two symbols was 1.2 cm. To break the alignment, the relative position of each symbol was shifted randomly (for a maximum of 50% up, down, left and right from the central position), as shown in Fig. 1 . Arabic, Greek and Chinese numerals; mathematical symbols; Roman, Greek, Cyrillic (Russian) and Kannada (Indian) alphabets; Hiragana and Katakana (Japanese), and other special characters were used as symbols.
We carried out 6 trials for each participant. Allocation of symbols and the target symbol was changed randomly for each trial. Calibration of the measurements (5 cross-like points on the monitor) was done twice; before the rst trial, and between the third and fourth trials. At the beginning of each trial, the participant xed his eyes onto the center of the monitor screen. When the participant found the target, he indicated it by clicking the mouse. After the experiment, the target was con rmed by the nal point of gaze when the mouse was clicked.
The outputs from the NEWOPTO ET60LW2 are the drift angles; θ x and θ y , in degrees. We obtained the gaze position data (x, y) using the transformations; x = 172tan(θ x π/180) and y = 172tan(θ y π/180). The data (x, y) were measured until discovery of the target symbol, or for a predetermined time (1 minute) if the target symbol was not found by the participant. The gaze step interval, r t , in centimeters, at time t between (x t , y t ) and (x t−1 , y t−1 ), was calculated as
Results of Experiments
Gaze step data obtained from 5 participants were analyzed. The gaze dynamics were classi ed into two typical cases. One was orbital scanning ( Fig. 2(a) ) observed in 3 participants, and the other was horizontal scanning ( Fig. 2(b) ) observed in 2 participants. In this study, we focused on the orbital dynamics. Figure 3 shows the typical histograms of orbital dynamics obtained in one trial conducted on one participant. The eyes searched for the target on the monitor over an area from 9.18 degrees on the left to 4.69 degrees on the right, and from 8.55 degrees above the center to 5.52 degrees below the center.
Here, Δr, which is equivalent to the gaze step interval, r t , is a parameter. For example, we show Δr = 0.4, 1.0, and 5.0, in Figs. 3(a), (b), and (c), respectively. The abscissa shows the gaze step, r, and the ordinate gives the frequency of r, f(r), both on logarithmic scales. The histogram for each value of Δr is almost linear, or each follow power-law distribution; i.e., small gaze steps are frequently observed, whereas large gaze jumps are rarely seen. Depending on the size of Δr, the linear function logf(r) estimated from the histogram (illustrated by the dashed lines in Fig. 3 ) shows different tendencies, or exponents α. Therefore, we have to select an appropriate value based on the coef cient of determination, R 2 . Figure 4 shows (a) the exponent, α, (b) the number of intervals, #Δr, which is the gaze step divided by Δr, and (c) the coef cient of determination, R 2 , versus the interval (Δr = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, and 5.0 in centimeters). The graphs in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(c) increase monotonically, and only that in Fig. 4(b) decreases monotonically. It is preferable that #Δr should be large ( Fig. 4(b) ). At the same time, the tting of logf(r) to the histogram needs to be good, at least R 2 ≥ 0.95 ( Fig. 4(c) ). Thus, Δr of 1 cm (#Δr = 13 and R 2 = 0.98) is selected. In this case, the exponent of the power-law distribution, α, is 1.89 (almost 2 in Fig. 4(a) ). The most appropriate histogram is, therefore, that in Fig. 3(b) , and the approximate linear function is 
Network Construction
Simulation Method
We constructed a network in the search area. In the experiment, the maximum and minimum numbers of gaze positions in the visual search were 125 and 90, respectively. In the simulation, therefore, n = 100 vertices were allocated counter-clockwise around the edge of a circle. The distance between the vertices was approximately 1 cm. The magnitudes of the gaze steps were randomly and independently obtained from the power-law distribution (eq.2). The gaze step paths serially couple vertices, starting from the vertex labeled 1 , in a counter-clockwise direction until every vertex has at least 5 paths to other vertices. We call the number of paths at vertex i the degree, denoted by k i (i = 1, , n) . We prepared another network as control, which was a random network with the same number of vertices and almost the same number of degrees.
Evaluation Indices
The mean degree, k, is given by
where n ( = 100) is the number of vertices. Next, the mean path length, L, between two arbitrary vertices, i and j, (i ≠ j) is evaluated using the following equation, 
where d i,j is the shortest distance between vertices i and j found using the Dijkstra algorithm, and the mathematical symbol, n 2 , represents the number of combinations in selecting two vertices out of n, n(n − 1)/2. Finally, the mean clustering coef cient, C, between vertices is given by
where m i (i = 1, , n) is the number of triangular couplings such that vertex i is one of the vertices, i.e., two vertices coupled with vertex i are also coupled with each other.
Conditions for a Small-World Network
Based on the nature of a small-world network in the Watts-Strogatz model [8] , we regard the small-world phenomenon as one in which the following two conditions are simultaneously satis ed. First, for the path length condition, L in eq.4 is nearly equal to that of a random network (L ≅ logn) and is much smaller than the number of vertices (L ≪ n). Second, for the clustering condition, C in eq.5 is much greater than that of a random network. Under these conditions, the number of vertices (n = 100) and the degree k in eq.3 are almost the same in both the small-world and random networks.
Simulation Results
A constructed network is illustrated in Fig. 5(a) . As reference, a random network with the same n and almost the same k is shown in Fig. 5(b) . By Student s t-test, there is no signi cant difference (p > .01) in k between the two networks ( Fig. 6(a) ). Therefore, we can regard the networks as having the same number of vertices (n = 100) and the same number of degrees (k ≅ 10). On the other hand, the path lengths L of the two networks are signi cantly different (Welch t-test, p < .01) ( Fig. 6(b) ), but the values (L ≅ 3) are considerably smaller than the number of vertices (n = 100) (L ≅ logn ≪ n). The clustering coef cient C of the network constructed using power-law distribution is signi cantly greater than that of the random network (Welch t-test, p < .01) ( Fig. 6(c) ). Thus, the network constructed by the power-law distribution is identi ed as a small-world network ( Fig. 5(a) ), in terms of the path length and clustering conditions. Similar results were obtained in another 10 simulations.
Conclusion
The present study suggests that the gaze step dynamics involved in searching for a target symbol from many randomly distributed symbols displayed on a screen may (132) constitute a small-world network. In general, eye movements are physiologically classi ed into two types; tremor (or drift) and saccade. The former corresponds to dense clusters composed of vertices in close proximity, whereas the latter corresponds to coupling between two separate vertices from which relatively short path lengths between two arbitrary vertices are generated. In general, 0.5 seconds (at least 0.1 seconds) is needed to locate the target symbol. The tremor (or drift), which is responsible for keeping the gaze position steady, plays a functional role in recognizing the target symbol. On the other hand, the functional role of the saccade is to search for the target symbol swiftly. The search area was arranged so that the gaze step dynamics would construct a small-world network with large clusters and short path lengths. We clari ed that the frequency distributions of the tremors (drifts) and the saccades follow a power-law distribution. In a visual search, the target symbol can be found within a short time proportional to the logarithm of the number of symbols, because the gaze step dynamics can be hypothesized as movements through a small-world network. Note that visual searches are not always done by orbital scanning. Since our simulation results are only for orbital scanning, the applicability of our results to horizontal scanning is an open question. In future work, we will increase the number of participants to verify the power-law distribution, especially to verify that α ≅ 2. Then, we will examine whether a small-world network can only be successfully constructed with a power-law distribution. For example, we will investigate if an exponential distribution that generates virtual gaze steps comprising only tremors (or drifts) can reproduce a small-world network.
